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The dissertation consists of three parts, each part dealing with different aspects of the 

dynamics of financial markets. The common thread is the volatility of the stock prices 

movements, and in particular the extreme price movement called price jumps. In this 

context the two basic research topics involve, firstly, the identification and measurements 

of the price jumps and, secondly, their source. This dissertation is concerned almost 

entirely with the first type of research in each of its parts. 

 

In spite of the introductory emphasis that there is a, “need for deep theoretical and 

empirical study of price jumps”, the entire dissertation is clearly empirical. The topic 

chosen for the first part of the dissertation is the study of the price jumps in the stock 

markets in the four Visegrad countries as compared with the “mature” Frankfurt 

exchange market during the period 2003 – 2010, using high-frequency data. The 

discussion starts with the consideration of price jump indicators and of the possible 

causes of price jumps. The analysis of the relevant stock market data is very thorough and 

leads to illuminating results. The most important of these are the findings that the price 

jumps are stable over time, that the Prague stock market is jumpier than the others (the 

so-called “Prague Puzzle”, and that there has been no prevalent change in the recent 

financial crisis. These results are not only original but also interesting and certainly well 

documented. 

 

The subject of the second part of the dissertation is the impact of the Lehman Brothers 

collapse on the jumpiness of the US financial markets. The data covers a set of heavily 

traded stocks on the NYC and range from January 2008 to the end of July 2009. The 

questions are, (a) has there been an increase in market volatility during the financial crisis 



and, (b) has the behavior of price jumps changed during this period. The answer to the 

first question is unequivocally positive. However, the answer to the second question 

required the use of price jump indicator, some “model independent” and some “model 

dependent”. 

The results show some ambivalence in that there was no over-all increase in price jumps 

but in some individual cases price jumps increased or decreased. An additional result was 

the finding that different price jump indicators measure price jumps very differently. 

Again, the company is very thorough and produces some interesting results. 

 

Finally the third part of the dissertation deals with identification of price jumps given the 

various techniques of identifying price jumps lead to different results. 

 

All in all,  14 different price jump indicators are examined by means of numerical 

simulation involving 20 different time series specifications. The criterion used was the 

predication accuracy of the indicators determined by pair-wise comparisons and 

subjected to the McNemar test. The results show large differences in the performance of 

the indicators. The final choice depends upon whether one wishes to minimise false 

positive or false negative probability. This is a neat piece of work, likely to be 

appreciated by econometricians. 

 

The whole dissertation represents an original and useful contribution of the stock market 

price jumps occurring at irregular intervals. The studies are very competently and 

thoroughly carried out and reflect a high degree of knowledge and computer skills on the 

part of the author. There are however, some, largely minor problems that need to be 

addressed before I can give the dissertation a complete approval. 

 

The least and easily solvable is the need for correcting an occasional improper use of the 

English language and spelling. The more elaborate problem is the need for corrections 

and clarifications as listed below. Once all of the required changes are made, the 

dissertation will have my enthusiastic support.  

 



 

 

Corrections and Comments 

 

Page 4 (top): Bachelier’s identification of the regular noise with Gaussian distribution 

goes back much further than 2006 (Bachelier died in 1946). 

 

Page 4 (near top): The sign of the price jumps has not been mentioned so far, but the 

reference to the Levy distribution (Fama 1965) implies only positive values since the 

Levy distribution relates to positive values of a random variable. 

 

Page 4 (middle): Explanations of the term “realized variance “,  “bipower variance”and 

swap variance given in Part 2, Page 51, should be moved here where the terms are first 

introduced.  

Page 5 (middle): Explain the terms “power law behaviour “ and “inverse cubic 

distribution. 

 

Page 6 (middle) “…the exact prediction of a price jump is not the primary concern…” Is 

it then a secondary concern or is it of any concern at all ? 

 

Page 7 (footnote 15):The power law behaviour is a hypothesis and testable hypotheses 

are never confirmed only supported (not rejected) by data.  

 

Page 8 (middle): Expression (3.2) is not an equation and cannot be, “estimated by OLS”. 
The proper equation should be presented and its statistical properties discussed also, state 
the statistical properties of the estimated alpha. Finally, since the R-square value is purely 
a description of a particular sample and not of any population characteristic, why is its 
value relavent for any general conclusion ?  
 
Page 9 (middle): “…final sample properties…” should read “…finite sample properties” 
 
Page 9 (bottom):The Wilcoxon test is well chosen but its description as a “statistical test 
to compare have equally large values”, is wrong. Hypotheses are about population 
parameters, not about observed sample values. 
 



 
 
 
 
Page 10 (middle): Regarding the Kruskar-Wallis test, what is the small sample 
distribution of the KW statistic ? (This is emphasised in connection with the Wilcoxon 
test but not mentioned here).  
 
Pages 16 & 17 “ Equation (3.2)” is not an equation. 
 
Page 20: The penultimate paragraph starts with “In general, 
we observe larger negative price movements than positive ones”, while the ultimate 
paragraph starts with “ One can speculate tht the fact that we observe larger positive 
extreme price movements…”. This apparent contradiction should be clarified. 
 
Page 21(middle): the test for comparing medians is on Page 10 called “Kruskal Wallis 
test, not Wilcoxon test. 
 
Page 44: The discussion of the sources of price jumps should include a consideration of 
rationality versus irrationality of this phenomenon. 
 
Page 47 (bottom): How is the efficiency of a price jump indicator defined ?  
 
Page 67(middle): Equation (5.1) is deterministic so there is nothing to estimate. What is 
crucially missing is a stochastic disturbance, a discussion of its meaning and of its 
assumed properties. Also, the choice of the estimation method should be stated and 
justified. 
 
Page 102 (top): The number of repeated simulations should theoretically be infinity. Why 
was 100 the chosen number ? 
 
Page 109 (bottom): The mechanism of the data generating proces in the Monte Carlo 
simulation is not made clear. What program, assuming randomness, was being used ? 
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